Failure to comply with the warning may result in injury or death. This device is not suitable for all individuals. Other devices may be required. This device is not a substitute for visual monitoring by a caregiver. The warranty. Except for this limited warranty, NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE GIVEN AND NO AFFIRMATION OF SELLER, BY WORDS OR ACTION, WILL CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY. THE GOODS BEING PURCHASED ARE BEING LICENSED CAREGIVER ONLY.

LIABILITY FOR COMPENSATORY OR OTHER DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THE GOODS.

WHERE PERMISSIBLE, IT IS THE SELLER’S INTENT TO LIMIT ANY LIABILITY FOR SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL ECONOMIC DAMAGES TO REFUND OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OR REPLACEMENT OF THE GOODS. SELLER DISCLAIMS ANY B.) Adequate training for staff personnel for

A.) Direct patient supervision

B.) Acquire training for staff personnel for fall prevention and placement of the system before each use.

WHERE PERMISSIBLE, IT IS THE SELLER’S INTENT TO LIMIT ANY LIABILITY FOR SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL ECONOMIC DAMAGES TO REFUND OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OR REPLACEMENT OF THE GOODS. SELLER DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR COMPENSATORY OR OTHER DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THE GOODS.

WARNING: The manufacturer does not claim that this device will stop elopement and/or stop falls. This device is designed to augment caregivers’ comprehensive resident mobility management program. It is intended to enhance good caregiving practices including, but not limited to:

1. Direct patient supervision
2. Acquire training for staff personnel for fall prevention and placement of the system before each use.

C.) Testing of the system while in use.

Please contribute to protect the environment by observing the disposal instructions.

Environment conditions of transport and storage between uses:
- Temperature: -25°C to +40°C
- Humidity: < 93% RH non-condensing

Environment operating conditions:
- Temperature: 5°C to +40°C
- Humidity: 15% to 93% RH non-condensing
- Pressure: 700hPa to 1060hPa

The Smart Caregiver Corporation TL-2100S Monitor is designed to be installed by the end-user. As such, it is the entire responsibility of the buyer to insure that the system is properly installed and tested. Further, the system is not designed to replace good caregiving practices including, but not limited to:

- Pad Lost light alerts caregivers when a pad is disconnected
- • Pad Lost light alerts caregivers when a pad is disconnected

CAUTION: If using this monitor with the Change Pad Indicator™ Timed Sensor Pads, this monitor will not indicate when pad life has expired. The pads will still function normally. Call (800) 650-3637 for more information.
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1 Install 3 AA Batteries

The battery compartment door is secured with the included Phillips-head screw.

Close battery door and secure it with small Phillips-head screw.

Place monitor back into its plastic protective boot.

2 Connect the Pressure Pad

A. Pinch the cord together and route it through the strain relief recess.

B. Plug the cord into the monitor.

3 Test the System - Pressure Pads

A. Put pressure on the sensor pad to activate the pad and the fall monitor. The fall monitor will beep two times to indicate that the sensor pad and the fall monitor are in use. The "Status" light will blink when pressure is on the pad. (B) When pressure is removed, the fall monitor will sound the alert tone. Press the reset button to silence the alert.

4 Test the System - Floor Mats

Step on the floor mat. The alert will sound. Press the Reset button to silence and reset the monitor.

5 Mounting the TL-2100S

1 Mounting screws in headboard or wall.

2 Hang the monitor on the screws using the mounting holes on back of the monitor.

Monitor may be mounted to a bed or a chair with the included locking mounting strap.

6 Resetting the Monitor/ Tamper Proof™ Mode with Caregiver Key™ (Optional)

Caregivers can choose to reset the TL-2100S in either of two ways:

Select either "Reset Button ON" or "Reset Button OFF, Use Caregiver Key™ To Turn OFF" with the switch on the side of the TL-2100S Fall Monitor.

1. Press the Reset button on the front of the monitor ("Reset Button ON" mode).

2. Insert optional Caregiver Key™ into hole on the front of the monitor. ("Reset Button OFF, Use Caregiver Key™ To Turn OFF" mode).

This mode allows only the caregiver to reset the monitor.

For more information about the Caregiver Key™ and how it can be used in your facility’s Fall Assessment Program call 800-650-3637

"Reset Button ON" Mode

Press the Reset button to reset the monitor.

"Reset Button OFF, Use Caregiver Key™ To Turn OFF" Mode.

Insert optional Caregiver Key™ into hole on the front of the monitor.